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Experienced sprinters are specifically adapted to pre-planning an advanced motor
program. Herein, sprinters are able to immediately accelerate their center of mass
forward with a whole-body coordinated motion, following a steady state crouched
position. We examined the effect of variable timing of reaction signals on multiple
joint reaction times (RT) and whole-body RT for specialist sprinters. Twenty well-
experienced male sprinters performed five start-dashes from a block start under five
variable foreperiod (FP) length conditions (1.465, 1.622, 1.780, 1.938, and 2.096 s),
with trials randomly timed between a warning and an imperative tone. Participants’
sprinting motion and ground reaction forces of their four limbs during the block start
were measured simultaneously. Whole-body RT was significantly shorter when FP length
was longer; the values of whole-body RT were 117 ± 5 ms, 129 ± 5 ms, 125 ± 4 ms,
133 ± 6 ms, and 156 ± 8 ms in the 2.096, 1.938, 1.780, 1.622, and 1.465-s FP-length
conditions, respectively. A repeated-measures analysis of variance found a significant
joint-by-FP length interaction in joint-moment RT. These findings suggest that FP length
affects coordinated motion in four limbs and whole-body RT. This information will be
able to lead to new methods for start signals in sprint running events and advance our
understanding of the association between FP length and dynamic coordinated motion.

Keywords: warning signal, imperative signal, foreperiod, GRF, motion capture

INTRODUCTION

Experienced sprinters are specifically adapted to accelerating their center of mass immediately
forward after being in a steady set crouched position (Otsuka et al., 2014). This block start motion
sequence consists of eight steps: first, crouching down for the ‘on your marks’ position with legs
flexed markedly on two starting blocks and with hands on the ground, second, being steady in the
‘on your marks’ position, third, hearing a warning signal, the ‘set’ command, fourth, extending
legs for the crouched ‘set’ position, fifth, being in the ‘set’ position in which the forward arms
crutch position is important for subsequent acceleration (Slawinski et al., 2010), sixth, hearing an
imperative signal, i.e., gunfire, seventh, taking off the hands and extending legs while taking off the
rear foot and the front foot from block starts, respectively, and eighth, connecting to the subsequent
acceleration phase in which sprinters run with a forward-leaned posture (e.g., Kugler and Janshen,
2010; Morin et al., 2011, 2012). During the fourth- and fifth-step motions, an advanced motor
program such as a whole-body acceleration motion in the seventh and eighth steps would be
pre-planned. This type of prepared and advanced motor program is physiologically evoked in the
neuromuscular system after a loud sound such as a start gun (Maslovat et al., 2008).
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Reaction time (RT), which is the duration from response signal
onset to the first discernible change in focal force-generation
activity, is influenced by the anticipation of the timing of the
stimulus input (e.g., Niemi, 1979; Niemi and Näätänen, 1981).
The RT is relatively longer after a shorter foreperiod (FP), which
is the duration between warning and imperative signals and
ranges from 0.5 to 3.0 s. This is due to the fact that involving a
delay in RT to an imperative signal by stimuli that are too closely
spaced (psychological refractory period, e.g., Telford, 1931) and
by unplanning the subsequent motor program.

RT in block start has already been researched in the past
(e.g., Henry, 1952; Gutiérrez-Dávila et al., 2006; Lipps et al.,
2011). In a competitive race, experienced sprinters immediately
react to auditory stimuli, a start gun, with a whole-body motion.
The starter subjectively determines the gun-signal timing after
checking that all sprinters are steady in a crouched set position;
therefore, the duration from ‘set’ to the gun signal is different
across races. The set and gun signals of the starter can be regarded
as the warning signal and imperative signal, respectively, in a
simple auditory reaction task (Brown et al., 2008). A few previous
studies on block start reported the length of FP: 2.0 s of Brown
et al. (2008) and 3.0-4.0 s of Pain and Hibbs (2007). However,
these FP lengths were not strictly determined, and did not refer
to the distribution of FP in an athletic race. It has been reported
that the RT was 166 ± 30 ms (mean ± SD) for male sprinters
in a competitive race (Tønnessen et al., 2013); however, the RT
was not classified by various FP lengths. To our knowledge, few
previous basic studies reported the RT under various FP lengths
whose imperative signal was a loud auditory stimulus, which
can be considered a startle stimulus psychologically. Therefore,
it is difficult to show a standard RT based on FP lengths
through various previous studies. Only Cressman et al. (2006)
clarified that when FP lengths range from 2.5 to 5.5 s with a
startle stimulus, the electromyographic (EMG) latency of a wrist
extensor muscle does not change (Cressman et al., 2006). This
suggests that an intended motion is programmed prior to the
arrival of the imperative go stimulus within 2.5 s of the warning
stimulus and is released with a startle response regardless of the
FP length. In block start, an additional motion, extending legs
for the crouched ‘set’ position, is involved during the first part
of the FP. Moreover, because the FP length was set at 2.0 s in
one previous study (Brown et al., 2008), in a competitive race,
there is a possibility that a starter’s gunfire timing of a gunfire is
shorter than that in the study mentioned previously (Cressman
et al., 2006). Therefore, there is a possibility that short FP lengths
observed in a competitive race do not allow sprinters to prepare
an acceleration motor program and delay the subsequent RT.

Previous basic studies measuring surface EMG activity have
revealed that the optimal FP length (with the shortest EMG
latency) differs in accordance with the muscle (Yuanhui and
Kasai, 1993; Cuisinier et al., 2007). For instance, in a single upper-
limb movement, FP length affects EMG latencies for both the
elector spinaes and contralateral tensor fascia lata; however, FP
length does not affect latencies of both biceps femoris. This may
indicate that a coordination pattern of the muscle changes based
on the FP length. In basic studies, a simple reaction task under
variable FP length was conducted with a single/partial joint task

(e.g., Niemi, 1979; Niemi and Näätänen, 1981). In contrast, in
block start, the RT is generated by a whole-body coordinated
motion. Whole-body RT emerges from coordinated movement
by force generation in multiple joints of all limbs. Therefore, it
is necessary to clarify the effect of FP length on whole-body RT
within a dynamic initial motion (e.g., a block start), which would
be affected by different multiple-joint coordination patterns for
all limbs based on FP length.

The purpose of this study was to clarify the effect of variable
FP length in the block start signal on subsequent whole-
body coordinated pattern and whole-body RT for experienced
sprinters. This information may provide evidence-based advice
for sprinters, coaches, and organizations building a common
athletic regulation. Our hypothesis was that longer FP length in
the block start signal based on recent athletic races would affect
whole-body coordinated pattern and shorter whole-body RT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Twenty male sprinters participated in this sprint start experiment
(mean ± standard error [SE], age: 21.9 ± 2.1 years; height:
177.1 ± 1.2 cm; body mass: 67.9 ± 1.2 kg; 100-m personal
record: 10.85 ± 0.10 s; training duration: 9.6 ± 0.5 years). Seven
participants participated in the World Championships (n = 2),
Summer Universiade (n = 2), and similar-level international
games (n = 3). All experiments were conducted after obtaining
approval from the Research Ethics Committee involving Living
Human Participants in Biwako Kusatsu campus, Ritsumeikan
University; this study was performed in accordance with the
ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants
gave written informed consent before participating in the study.

Auditory Stimuli
Foreperiod lengths were determined based on a distribution of FP
in recent athletic races. To examine the distribution of variable FP
lengths in athletic games, a total of 88 male and female large-scale
100-m races over the last 5 years were recorded from publicly
available television broadcasts. The competitions included the
2012 Olympics and the World Championships in 2011, 2013, and
2015. The auditory data were collected from heats to finals. The
races whose set and start signal could be clearly heard without
the voice of the announcer were analyzed, for a total of 83 races.
These FP lengths were analyzed by intervals of 10 ms using sound
editing software (EDIUS Neo 3 version 3.05, Grass Valley Inc.,
Hyogo, Japan). Onsets of the starter’s set and gun signals were
visually determined by sound wave information. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of FP length in recent international races. The
FP length of the start signal was 1.780 ± 0.017 s (SD: 0.158 s).
Based on the distribution of the measured FP length, five FP
lengths for the experiment were determined by the mean and
SD: mean – 2 SD (1.465 s), mean – 1 SD (1.622 s), mean
(1.780 s), mean + 1 SD (1.938 s) and mean + 2 SD (2.096 s)
(SS, S, N, L, and LL conditions, respectively). The warning and
imperative tones were generated using Matlab (R2011a version
7.12.0.635, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, US) and a trumpet
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FIGURE 1 | Histogram of foreperiod (FP) length in recent international
races over the last 5 years. The black line shows its normal distribution
curve. The five FP lengths for further experiments were determined using the
mean, mean ± 1 SD and mean ± 2 SD (1.465, 1.622, 1.780, 1.938, and
2.096 s).

horn (XB-11S, Hangzhou Xingbo Electric Sound Equipment Co.,
Hangzhou, China) placed beside the participants approximately
30 cm from the ear. The warning and imperative tones were set
with intensities of 70 and 120 dB, respectively, which were used in
a previous study on startle response in a block start (Brown et al.,
2008). These intensities were calibrated using a sound level meter
(RAMA11008, Thanko Inc., Tokyo, Japan).

Experimental Trial
The experimental trial involved five 5-m dashes from a block
start under a variable FP-length condition with the trial randomly
timed between the warning and imperative tones. Participants
were instructed to start as quickly and strongly as possible
without anticipating the go signal. The rest duration between
trials was 3 min. In order to avoid participants from accurately
anticipating the go signal timing, a catch trial in which the go
signal was not delivered was used (Brown et al., 2008). The catch
trial incidence was 20%. Before the experiment, participants were
familiarized using three submaximal repetitions at SS-, N- and
LL-FP trials (similar rest durations), following self-warming up
for >30 min. Participants were instructed to use their spike shoes
and their preferred anteroposterior starting position.

Data Measurement
Data on the participants’ sprinting motion and ground
reaction forces (GRF) during the block start were captured
simultaneously. A total of 60 retro-reflective markers sized
12 mm were attached to the whole body and the starting blocks.
Figure 2 shows the detailed marker set for the whole body and
starting blocks. The three-dimensional locations of the markers

FIGURE 2 | Marker set attached to the whole body. (A) A 52
retro-reflective markers were attached to the whole body. (B) A total of 8
retro-reflective markers were attached to the starting blocks.

were recorded using a 16-camera motion capture system (Raptor-
E digital; Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA, United
States) sampling at 250 Hz. The starting blocks were adjusted
onto separate force plates (Mero et al., 2006; Otsuka et al., 2015).
GRFs generated by the four upper and lower limbs, that is,
front-leg, rear-leg, front-leg-side arm (we define the arm that
moved forward during kicking starting blocks as the front-arm),
and rear-leg-side arm (we define the arm that moved backward
during kicking starting blocks as the rear-arm), were separately
measured using a 3.0-m long force plate arranged in two adjacent
rows (total of 10 force plates, 0.60 m× 0.40 m; TF-4060-B; Tech-
Gihan Inc., Kyoto, Japan), sampling at 1000 Hz. Figure 3 shows
stick pictures describing the starting motion and GRF vectors
during the block start.
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FIGURE 3 | A typical example of postures during the block start. The green line shows the front-leg side (the arm was defined as the front-arm), the blue line
shows the rear-leg side (the arm was defined as the rear-arm), and the red line shows the head, trunk, and pelvis in the sagittal plane. The thin line shows the body
segment vector of the sprinter and the thick line shows the ground reaction force (GRF) vector.

Data Analysis
A 15-segment rigid body model was created, with the head,
trunk, pelvis, upper arms, forearms, hands, thighs, shanks,
and feet. Segmental anthropometric data was used from Ae
et al.’s (1992) value. The locations of the center of rotation
of the hip were estimated from anatomical landmarks using
a predictive approach (Bell et al., 1990), and that of the
knee, ankle, elbow, and wrist used the midpoint between
two reflective-marker positions attached around the joint. The
location of the shoulder joint used the position of a reflective
marker attached on the lateral position of the acromion. In
a previous study, joint moments were calculated using GRF
data captured on a force plate under the block (Mero et al.,
2006). Accordingly, the center of pressure on the starting
blocks in the sagittal plane was determined by projecting the
intersection of a GRF vector and inclination vector of the
starting block in the sagittal plane. The marker trajectories
and GRF data were filtered using a fourth-order zero-lag
low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 10
and 25 Hz, respectively. Joint moments of the shoulder,
elbow, wrist, hip, knee, and ankle in the sagittal plane were
calculated using a standard inverse dynamics approach (Winter,
2009).

The RT generated by the sum of the GRFs of the upper
and lower limbs (whole-body RT) and the RT generated by
the moment in each joint (joint RT) were calculated using a
threshold of the mean value ± the adjusted SD, which differed
based on each participant and each joint, in the baseline zone
(from −400 to −200 ms of the imperative tone; Figure 4A).
Because the variability of time-series data of sum of GRFs
or joint moment in the baseline zone was different based on
individual differences and joints, a fixed SD was inappropriate
to determine the onset instant of the pushing blocks or floor.
Therefore, the SDs were adjusted in accordance with each
trial; temporal RT was first determined by increasing the SD
sampled at 0.1 ms, and the actual RT was determined if the
difference between the temporal RT and the next temporal RT
was over 10 ms (Figure 4B). When GRF/joint moment data
increased from the baseline (following a sufficient decrease),
the GRF/moment threshold value was determined during the
decrease. If the temporal RT was not clearly appropriate for
the actual RT (e.g., <60 ms) using the detection method, the
actual RT was finally checked by visually locating and manually
adjusting the onset mark to the point at which the activity first
increased/decreased.

Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as mean ± standard error (SE). All
datasets were initially checked for normality and homogeneity
of variance. To assess changes in whole-body RT and changes
in joint RT within the same joint across the five FP-length
conditions, a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was conducted. With regard to joint RT, a two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA was conducted with FP length and joint as
factors. The FP length × joint interaction was to clarify whether
changes in the joint RT in the five conditions were different
based on the joints and to assess the multi-joint coordination
pattern in each condition. Bonferroni’s test was used in all
post hoc comparisons in all ANOVA. In each condition, Pearson’s
correlation coefficients were used to assess the relationships
between whole-body RT and joint RT. In each condition, stepwise
multiple regression analyses were conducted to identify the joint
RT that were closely related to whole-body RT and to assess
the relationship between the whole-body coordinated pattern
and whole-body RT. Statistical significance was determined at
P < 0.05 and the P-value was adjusted for the number of
comparisons in post hoc comparisons in all ANOVA. Using
partial η2, effect sizes were calculated for each main effect for
all repeated-measures ANOVA. Data were normally distributed
and statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 19.0.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States).

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows a typical example of whole-body RT and RT of
joint moments during the stance phase in the five conditions
(participant #11). For the LL condition, after the gun signal,
the front-arm shoulder, already generating a flexion moment
at the set position, was the first to react (joint RT: 61 ms),
reducing the flexion moment. A similar time-moment curve
was observed in the rear-arm shoulder; however, joint RT was
delayed compared to the front-arm shoulder (joint RT: 123 ms).
Next, the rear-leg knee (joint RT: 76 ms), ankle (joint RT:
109 ms), and hip (joint RT: 111 ms) reacted to the gun signal,
generating an extension moment during the stance phase after
nearly 0 Nm at the set position. In all joints in both legs, the
front-leg knee was the last to react to the gun signal, generating
an extension moment during the stance phase (joint RT: 131 ms).
Similar extension force-generation patterns within the three
joints of the front-leg were observed during the stance phase.
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FIGURE 4 | A typical example of determining the actual reaction time
(RT) in block starts. (A) Time-series sum of horizontal GRF of the upper and
lower limbs. The vertical black line shows the timing of the warning and
imperative tones. Five FP lengths were prepared in accordance with the
distribution of FP in athletic races. (B) Each standard deviation (SD) of GRF or
moment in baseline zone (−400 to −200 ms from the imperative tone) for
determining the onset threshold for the temporal RT using the SD. This SD
was increased sampling at 0.1 ms. The actual RT was determined if the
difference between the temporal RT and the next temporal RT was over
10 ms. In this typical example, mean value + 2.9 SD (adjusted SD) was the
most appropriate threshold because the smaller SD (<2.9) failed to determine
the actual 101 ms RT; the temporal RT were less than 40 ms. In this method,
error can be found by checking whether differences are over 10 ms between
the temporal RT and the next temporal RT added 0.1 SD.

The elbow and wrist joint flexion moments were reduced at
the moment of take-off, already generating flexion moments
at the set position. However, the values were closer to 0 Nm
compared to the other joint moments. Whole-body RT for
participant #11 was 108 ms in the LL condition. In the other
four conditions, similar time-moment curves were observed for
participant #11; however, the joint RTs were delayed compared to
the LL condition.

As shown by the data for mean ± SEM across all participants,
whole-body RT was significantly shorter when the FP length was
longer (Table 1). In the SS, S, N, L, and LL conditions, whole-body
RT were 156 ± 8 ms, 133 ± 6 ms, 125 ± 4 ms, 129 ± 5 ms, and

FIGURE 5 | Typical example of the sum of horizontal GRF and joint
moments for participant #11 in the five FP-length conditions. SS, S, N,
L, and LL were conditions whose FP lengths were 1.465, 1.622, 1.780,
1.938, and 2.096 s, respectively.

117 ± 5 ms, respectively. Whole-body RT in the SS condition
was significantly longer compared to that in the N, L, and LL
conditions; the differences were 31 ± 7 ms, 26 ± 8 ms, and
39± 7 ms, respectively.

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA found that there
was a significant FP length × joint interaction on joint RT
[F(11,228) = 2.234, P < 0.05]. In the front-leg hip and ankle;
rear-leg hip, knee and ankle; front-arm shoulder and elbow;
and rear-arm shoulder, elbow and wrist joints, the joint RT was
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TABLE 1 | Whole-body reaction time (RT) in five foreperiod (FP)-length conditions.

FP-length condition F value P value Partial η2

SS S N L LL

Whole-body RT [ms] 156 ± 8 133 ± 6 125 ± 4† 129 ± 5† 117 ± 5† 33.600 <0.001 0.302

SS, S, N, L, and LL conditions were conditions whose FP lengths were 1.465, 1.622, 1.780, 1.938, and 2.096 s, respectively. †shows significant difference from SS
condition (P < 0.05).

TABLE 2 | Joint RT in each joint in each upper and lower limb in the five FP-length conditions.

Joint RT [ms] FP-length condition F-value P-value Partial η2

SS S N L LL

Front-leg

Hip 168 ± 6 150 ± 4† 152 ± 5† 142 ± 4† 146 ± 8 8.432 <0.01 0.237

Knee 214 ± 13 178 ± 13 162 ± 14 171 ± 2 174 ± 16 2.828 0.109 0.152

Ankle 210 ± 15 186 ± 13 177 ± 16 162 ± 8† 163 ± 12† 11.993 <0.01 0.241

Rear-leg

Hip 170 ± 9 157 ± 4 150 ± 6 149 ± 7 145 ± 5 7.294 <0.05 0.160

Knee 165 ± 12 155 ± 5 133 ± 4# 155 ± 5 133 ± 7# 4.565 <0.05 0.152

Ankle 170 ± 9 161 ± 9 149 ± 7† 148 ± 10† 145 ± 7†# 7.020 <0.001 0.270

Front-arm

Shoulder 164 ± 12 143 ± 8† 121 ± 10† 118 ± 8†# 99 ± 7†# 36.881 <0.001 0.348

Elbow 165 ± 14 142 ± 10 142 ± 10 121 ± 8† 117 ± 9†§ 14.745 <0.001 0.235

Wrist 155 ± 14 142 ± 6 134 ± 12 137 ± 6 143 ± 11 0.026 0.348 0.044

Rear-arm

Shoulder 172 ± 13 145 ± 9† 116 ± 8†# 111 ± 9†# 98 ± 9†# 14.266 <0.001 0.429

Elbow 172 ± 12 145 ± 9† 125 ± 9†# 120 ± 9† 113 ± 10† 18.890 <0.001 0.350

Wrist 176 ± 16 155 ± 11 150 ± 12 146 ± 9 134 ± 9 5.119 <0.05 0.113

SS, S, N, L, and LL conditions were conditions whose FP lengths were 1.465, 1.622, 1.780, 1.938, and 2.096 s, respectively. †, #, and § show significant difference from
the SS, S, and N conditions, respectively (P < 0.05).

significantly shorter in the longer FP-length conditions (Table 2).
In contrast, there were no significant changes in joint RT in
the front-leg knee and front-arm wrist among the five FP-length
conditions.

In the SS condition, positive relationships of whole-body RT
were significantly observed between front-leg hip and knee joint
RT, rear-leg knee and ankle joint RT, front-arm wrist RT and
rear-arm shoulder and wrist joint RT (Table 3). In contrast, in
the S condition, a positive relationship was observed between
only the front-arm shoulder joint RT and, in the N, L, and LL
conditions, no significant relationships were observed between
whole-body RT and joint RT. Stepwise multiple regression
analysis clarified that the rear-arm wrist joint RT was closely to
whole-body RT in the SS condition, and the front-arm shoulder
joint RT was closely related to whole-body RT in the S condition
(Table 4). In contrast, in the N, L, and LL conditions, no joint RT
was found to be closely related to whole-body RT.

DISCUSSION

In this study, the effect of variable FP length on whole-body RT
was first investigated in the dynamic initial motion of experienced
sprinters. Our main finding was that the shorter FP in the block

start signal, which was based on a 100-m athletic race, led to
longer whole-body RT and changed multiple-joint coordinated
motion. Therefore, our main hypothesis was supported.

Previous studies conducted block start experiments using 2.0 s
or 3.0-4.0 s FP lengths of the start signal (Pain and Hibbs, 2007;
Brown et al., 2008). The FP length was 1.780 ± 0.017 s (SD
0.158 s) in recent international athletic games and was less than
that reported in previous studies (Pain and Hibbs, 2007; Brown
et al., 2008). The FP range for the present experiment was 0.632 s
(ranged from 1.465 to 2.096 s). This FP range can be considered
as a very short absolute value in a simple reaction task compared
to that used in basic research (Elliott, 1973; Niemi, 1979; Boulay
et al., 2011). However, the shorter FP length led to longer whole-
body RT. This suggests that FP influences the subsequent RT
enough if its length and range are short, as in an experiment such
as that in our study.

The absolute value of RT in block starts has been reported in
many previous studies (e.g., Henry, 1952; Gutiérrez-Dávila et al.,
2006; Lipps et al., 2011). Brown et al. (2008) used a 2.0-s FP length
and 120-dB sound intensity for the gun signal, which was similar
to our LL condition, and reported that the RT was 120 ± 20 ms
(mean ± SD). This RT corresponded to the RT of 117 ± 5 ms
in the LL condition in this study, whose FP length was 2.096 s,
which seems to confirm the validity of our result. In a competitive
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race, RT was 166 ± 30 ms (mean ± SD) for male sprinters
(Tønnessen et al., 2013). This RT was longer than whole-body
RT in any of the conditions. However, this RT in a previous study
(Tønnessen et al., 2013) was influenced not only by changes in
FP length (Niemi, 1979; Niemi and Näätänen, 1981) but also
by differences in performance-level categories (Tønnessen et al.,
2013), sound intensity of gun signal (Brown et al., 2008) and
so on. Particularly, one possible reason for the difference in
whole-body RT compared to a previous study (Tønnessen et al.,
2013) is that our detection threshold for RT was lower because
of different GRF filtering. Filtering information was not provided
for the detection threshold used in the previous study (Tønnessen
et al., 2013); hence, unfortunately, we cannot accurately compare
whole-body RT between the studies.

In block start, a shorter FP length led to a longer whole-body
RT. This results did not correspond with the findings of Cressman
et al. (2006). Cressman et al. (2006) clarified that an intended
motion is programmed before the arrival of the startle stimulus
within 2.5 s of the warning stimulus. In contrast, FP lengths
in all conditions were shorter than those in the previous study
(Cressman et al., 2006). In addition, in block start, extending
legs for the crouched ‘set’ position is involved during the FP,
and sprinters are forced to conduct an additional motor program
during the FP. Therefore, it is assumed that a psychological
refractory period occurred in the shorter FP-length condition,
which delayed whole-body RT. In fact, in only SS condition, some
sprinters who delayed joint RT in approximately half of the 12
joints had delayed whole-body RT. Thus, short FP lengths may
affect sprinters by not allowing them to prepare an acceleration
motor program in block start.

Whole-body RT emerges from coordinated movement
from force generation in multiple joints of all limbs.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant FP
length × joint interaction in joint RT, showing that a multi-joint
coordination pattern is changed based on the gunfire timing.
Longer FP length did not influence front-leg knee and front-wrist
joint RT, while it did influence shorter joint RT in the other
joints. In a few studies, RT values produced a U-shaped curve
with an optimal FP length (Yuanhui and Kasai, 1993; Cuisinier
et al., 2007). Similarly, the front-leg knee and front-arm wrist
joint RT created a U-shaped curve; longer these joint RT were not
sensitively decreased in the L and LL conditions. Unfortunately,
we cannot speculate on the specific mechanism explaining why
joint RT in the front-leg knee and front-arm wrist was not
linearly affected by FP length in this study. However, in the
N condition, the front-leg knee (joint RT: 162 ± 14 ms) and
front-arm wrist (joint RT: 134 ± 12 ms) did not react earlier
to the imperative signal rather than the other joints and were
longer than whole-body RT (125± 4 ms). Moreover, the stepwise
multiple regression analysis in the N condition showed that no
joint RT was closely related to whole-body RT. This may indicate
that, for many sprinters, front-leg knee and front-arm wrist
motions are not the main contributors to whole-body RT under
the normal gunfire timing.

Stepwise multiple regression analyses clarified that joint RT
that were closely related to whole-body RT changed in accordance
with the FP-length condition. In the SS condition, only a rear-arm

TABLE 3 | Relationships between the whole-body RT and joint RT in the
five FP-length conditions.

Whole-body RT vs. FP-length condition

SS S N L LL

Front-leg

Hip joint RT 0.578∗∗ 0.224 −0.110 −0.110 −0.025

Knee joint RT 0.484∗ 0.150 0.386 0.339 −0.021

Ankle joint RT 0.195 −0.008 0.037 −0.134 0.050

Rear-leg

Hip joint RT 0.436 −0.103 0.013 −0.033 −0.334

Knee joint RT 0.478∗ 0.200 −0.027 0.292 −0.073

Ankle joint RT 0.578∗∗ 0.014 −0.036 0.027 −0.036

Front-arm

Shoulder joint RT 0.279 0.581∗∗ −0.302 −0.121 0.098

Elbow joint RT 0.392 0.313 0.046 −0.114 −0.118

Wrist joint RT 0.487∗ 0.296 −0.107 −0.108 −0.096

Rear-arm

Shoulder joint RT 0.445∗ 0.326 −0.089 −0.077 −0.125

Elbow joint RT 0.294 0.039 −0.068 −0.105 −0.435

Wrist joint RT 0.620∗∗ −0.122 0.179 −0.133 −0.322

SS, S, N, L, and LL conditions were conditions whose FP lengths were 1.465,
1.622, 1.780, 1.938, and 2.096 s, respectively. ∗ (P < 0.05) and ∗∗ (P < 0.01)
show significant correlation.

TABLE 4 | Stepwise multiple regression analyses to identify joint RT which
was closely related to whole-body RT in the five FP-length conditions.

Closely related
joint RT

B SEB β t p R2

SS condition 0.384

Rear-arm wrist
joint RT

0.297 0.088 0.620 3.353 < 0.01

S condition 0.337

Front-arm
shoulder joint RT

0.425 0.141 0.581 3.025 < 0.01

N condition No joint RT were selected

L condition No joint RT were selected

LL condition No joint RT were selected

SS, S, N, L, and LL conditions were conditions whose FP lengths were 1.465,
1.622, 1.780, 1.938, and 2.096 s, respectively. B, unstandardized regression
coefficient; SEB, standard error of the unstandardized regression coefficient; A,
standardized regression coefficient.

wrist joint RT was chosen as being closely related to whole-body
RT. However, the rear-arm wrist joint RT (176 ± 16 ms) was
longer than whole-body RT (156 ± 8 ms) in the SS condition.
Similarly, in the S condition, the front-arm shoulder joint RT
(143± 8 ms), which was a closely related joint RT to whole-body
RT, was longer than whole-body RT (133 ± 6 ms). Therefore,
even though cross-sectional relationships were observed between
whole-body RT and closely related joint RT under shorter gunfire
timings, no main contributor for whole-body RT is probably
involved for many sprinters. In the N, L, and LL conditions,
whole-body RT was significantly related to any joint RT to
begin with. These findings suggest that multi-joint coordination
of dynamic beginning motion is changed by the unanticipated
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timing of loud auditory stimuli and the main joint determinant
for whole-body RT is based on the individuality of sprinters.

At a set position, relative to the whole-body center of mass, the
contacting hands anteriorly and feet posteriorly leads sprinters
to maintain stability. The position of shoulders being forwarded
at set position generating the flexion moment, arms allows
crutch (Slawinski et al., 2010). After the hands are released
from the ground with initially reducing the shoulder flexion
moments, only the feet actually contact the ground and the
whole-body center of mass leans forward relative to the foot
contact positions. This forward-leaned position is advantageous
for anteriorly accelerating the whole-body quickly (e.g., Kugler
and Janshen, 2010; Morin et al., 2011, 2012). Therefore, releasing
the hand from ground early can be considered as a key motion
in block start. As highlighted above, in the SS and S conditions,
only the upper-limb joint RT was related to whole-body RT,
and the upper-limb joint RT was longer than whole-body RT.
This suggests that shortening whole-body RT contribute to the
subsequent quick key motion of arms in block start under shorter
gunfire timings.

Shoulder joints, which are located in the most proximal
position to the central nerve system, reacted first to the
imperative signal more than other joints in the N, L, and LL
conditions. Interestingly, in the LL conditions, the shoulder joint
initially reacted within 100 ms. This suggests that shoulder joints
of both arms more sensitively contribute to whole-body RT rather
than the other joints in the longer FP-length conditions. As
shown for participant #11, whose front-arm shoulder joint RT
was 61 ms, it can be considered that the shoulder joints of some
sprinters react very quickly to a long gunfire timing. Thus, there
is a possibility that participant #11 may have anticipated the go
signal. Fortunately, whole-body RT of participant #11 was slightly
over 100 ms; however, this results may indicate that, for some
sprinters exposed to a longer gunfire timing, this initial shoulder
motion might lead to a false start motion in competitive races.

The difference in whole-body RT lengths between the shortest-
and longest-RT length conditions, the SS and LL conditions, was
39± 7 ms, corresponding to the RT difference in previous studies
with similar FP lengths (Drazin, 1961; Yuanhui and Kasai, 1993).
This suggests that, under current regulations, which allow the
starter to determine the timing of the gun-signal subjectively,
the RT length and the subsequent finish time in a 100-m race
must differ race by race. Therefore, for managing athletic games,
our results can recommend to treat either of the following two
methods for start signals at sprint running events. First, FP length
in the race should be recorded in addition to wind speed during
the race. This will allow sprint running ability to be distinguished
even if the finish times are the same across multiple sprinters in
different races. Second, if possible, the FP length in all block starts
should be fixed, for instance, at 1.769 s, as in the N condition. This
could be achieved by using a computer system that automatically
controls gunfire timing. Of course, under the fixed FP-length
condition, anticipation of the gunfire timing will occur; therefore,
catch trials that do not provide the imperative signal will be
needed with an instruction that athletes attempt not to react
within 100 ms. Further research is required to investigate how the
catch trials should be involved in the computer system and if they

are valid in an actual competitive situation. Both would reduce
the effect of FP length on whole-body RT in block starts and will
likely facilitate fairness in block starts after gunfire across races.

This study has three limitations. First, the auditory data of
the ‘set’ and gunfire in the athletic event were captured using
that in television broadcasts, and thus we could not identify how
the starter’s voice and gunfire were recorded. Therefore, the FP
length that we measured likely involve some error compared to
that which sprinters actually heard in the athletic event. Second,
the number of trials was limited to one trial in each condition.
We could not clarify RT variability in each individual sprinter;
therefore, the RT of some participants may involve measurement
error. However, according to a previous study (Bradshaw et al.,
2007), the number of experimental trials should not be large
because sprinters cannot perform sprint starts consecutively with
maximal effort. Therefore, we had to select the limited number
of trials. Third, we did not measure whole-body EMG activity
during the block start. Joint moment is produced by muscle
activity around the joint. Previous EMG studies showed that the
muscle activities that first associate with the onset of the pushing
block start are consistent with individual differences among
sprinters (Mero and Komi, 1990; Komi et al., 2009). However,
muscle activity in the arms and legs could not be measured
simultaneously because of the limited number of electrodes.
Despite these limitations, our findings may provide us with an
understanding of the effect of variable FP length on subsequent
whole-body RT in block starts.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated that long FP length, as determined by
FP length in athletic games over the last 5 years, affects the
subsequent short joint moment and shorter whole-body RT in
block start. This information could lead to new methods for
start signals in sprint running events and could explain the
fundamental effect of anticipatory RT in whole-body reaction
motion in humans.
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